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Meet Jess, Robin, Anne, Lilith and
Bethfive thirty-somethings living in
Chicago and trying to navigate work, men,
life and love with humor, intelligence, and
most of all friendship. Though each
woman is very different, and clearly on her
own path of discovery, the strength they
find in each other makes their individual
journeys a little easier. We meet the ladies
in flashback at a Valentines Day slumber
party, establishing the connections between
them, and giving us a snapshot of where
the women are in their lives. We then
move to present day, two years later, and
each of the five tells her own story as it
happens. Part Sex and the City, part Little
Women, with a dash of Slaves of New
York (well, Slaves of Chicago, at the very
least),
Sleeping
Over
examines
relationships both romantic and platonic,
(and platonic wanting to be romantic), and
looks at all the various configurations of
what it means to spend the night with
someone. Jess has just returned from a
two-year Peace Corps tour in Kenya, and is
crashing at the condo of her cousin Marks
best friend, pediatrician Harrison. Dealing
with a return to Western Civilization, her
long-divorced parents dating each other
again, and the feelings she is trying not to
develop for the dashing doctor she is living
with, may in fact make her crazy at any
moment.
Then again, if the doctor
reciprocates, she just might be on the road
to real joy. Robin relishes her job as
executive sous-chef in a trendy little
restaurant almost as much as she relishes
her friendship with its owner, Michael.
But while Michael may think that their
cuddly sleepovers are just friends being
affectionate, Robin knows that she wants
much more. But how do you make
someone who knows you so well look at
you with fresh eyes? And if he does, will it
spell disaster at work? Beth and her sister,
Anne, have recently opened up a boutique
together which is managing to keep afloat
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in spite of the economy. Beth isnt really
concentrating on much besides the store,
fixing up her loft, and playing with her dog
Petey when unexpected reconnections with
three men from her past throw everything
into turmoil.
Ex-boyfriend Sasha has
decided they should be friends again, as
has grad-school lover Ericall while Beth is
in the infancy of a romance with Jeff, a guy
she detested in college who has suddenly
become the opposite of detestable. It is
either an embarrassment of riches, or a
nightmare from the tenth circle of hell, and
she will need loads of support from the
girls to puzzle out her next move. Anne
loves Beth, and Beth loves their working
partnership, but the store isnt Annes dream,
and while the sisters share almost
everything, Annes secret desire to go back
to school to pursue a career in occupational
therapy is keeping her up nights. Lucky
for her, these nights are no longer spent
alone, after a bizarre series of events brings
Chris into her life and for the first time,
Anne knows what it means to be
completely swept off her feet. Lilith has
finally returned to her work in theatre after
nursing her father during his ultimately
unsuccessful battle with cancer.
But
getting back in the game has her stuck in
the worst kind of triangle. While she and
boring boyfriend Martin are temporarily
seeing other people, she meets Noah, a
deliciously enigmatic actor, for whom she
falls head over heels. Problem one, Noah
is married. Problem two, Noah isnt the
least bit interested in Lilith, except as a
friend. But Jay, on the other hand, is very
interested. He is younger, brasher, nothing
Lil ever expected to want or needbut
nevertheless intriguing. Lil struggles with
letting go of the idea of Noah to see if she
should be more open-minded about Jay.
There are surprising twists for each of the
women, separately and together, including
one major disaster which threatens to
change their friendship forever. But at the
end of the day, five is always a happier
number; and sometimes, whoever else you
may be sleeping with, sleeping over with
your girlfriends can be the best thing to do.
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Strapless (Red Dress Ink (Numbered Paperback)): Leigh Riker More To Life Than This (Red Dress Ink Novels)
[Carole Matthews] on . Kate & Jeffrey Lewis have been married over a decade and have little spice Kate has the best,
most adventurous sex of her life and Jeffery gets to sleep The Chicago of Fiction: A Resource Guide - Google Books
Result Buy The Anglophile (Red Dress Ink Novels) on ? FREE SHIPPING For Shari theres only tall, pasty and from
Across the Pond (despite her aunts . doesnt waste any time sleeping with him immediately turned me off this story.
Performance Anxiety (Red Dress Ink Novels): Betsy Burke Buy Couch World (Red Dress Ink Novels) on ? FREE
The whole premise of a woman sleeping on a different couch every night was strange. Sleeping Over (Red Dress Ink):
Stacey Ballis: : Books Buy Hardly Working (Red Dress Ink Novels) on ? FREE SHIPPING on Dinah Nichols finds
herself fascinated with Ian and soon they sleep together. Meanwhile Dinah, who is seeing a psychologist over a need to
know the : The Last Year Of Being Single (Red Dress Ink Novels Buy Baby Needs A New Pair Of Shoes (Red Dress
Ink Novels) on be lying about the men she has slept with - but nobody gives her a hard time about it. keeps playing
while obsessing over Chris and wondering if it is all or nothing for her You Have To Kiss A Lot Of Frogs (Red Dress
Ink): Laurie Graff Red Dress Ink In November 2001, Harlequin launched Red Dress Ink, a series of books that depict
20 and Stacy Ballis - Inappropriate Men Sleeping Over. Inappropriate Men by Stacey Ballis Reviews, Discussion
Sleeping Over has 736 ratings and 64 reviews. Jessie said: Published April 1st 2005 by Red Dress Ink Be the first to
ask a question about Sleeping Over 17 Best images about My books on Pinterest Room for Sleeping Over [Stacey
Ballis] on . *FREE* Paperback: 345 pages Publisher: Red Dress Ink First Edition edition (April 2005) Language:
English My Fake Wedding (Red Dress Ink (Numbered Paperback)): Mina Buy Sleeping Over (Red Dress Ink
Novels) by Stacey Ballis (ISBN: 9780373895168) from Amazons Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders. The
Anglophile (Red Dress Ink Novels): Laurie Gwen Shapiro Buy You Have To Kiss A Lot Of Frogs (Red Dress Ink
Novels) on wrenching recollections, join Karrie as she looks back at over fifteen years of dating . She slept with more
guys than I have ever even flirted with, let alone dated! You Have To Kiss A Lot Of Frogs (Red Dress Ink Novels):
Laurie Sleeping Over by Stacey Ballis - book cover, description, publication history. book cover of Sleeping Over
Title: Sleeping Over (Red Dress Ink Novels) Sleeping Over by Stacey Ballis - Fantastic Fiction Red Dress Ink In
November 2001, Harlequin launched Red Dress Ink, a series of books that depict 20 and Stacy Ballis - Inappropriate
Men Sleeping Over. : Inappropriate Men (Red Dress Ink (Numbered STACEY BALLIS Room for Improvement
(BERKLEY, 2006) Sleeping Over (RED DRESS INK, 2005) Inappropriate Men (RED DRESS INK, 2004) MEG
CABOT See Jane Write: A Girls Guide to Writing Chick Lit - Google Books Result New York: Penguin, Berkley
Books, 2006. 294pp. . Sleeping Over. Don Mills, Ont: Harlequin, Red Dress Ink Books, 2005. 345pp. Barrett, Neal. Pink
Vodka Blues Red Dress Ink - Harlequin Meets Chick Lit eBay Buy My Fake Wedding (Red Dress Ink (Numbered
Paperback)) on This doesnt go over well with Janice (who really wanted to get married first) and Sam, tried to sleep
with before she is fired from her job, which she didnt like anyways. Popular Red Dress Ink Books - Goodreads Buy
You Have to Kiss a Lot of Frogs (Red Dress Ink Novels) by Laurie Graff (ISBN: Kline doesnt usually lose a lot of sleep
over her age or her single status. Sleeping Over (Red Dress Ink Novels): : Stacey Ballis : Inappropriate Men (Red
Dress Ink (Numbered Paperback)) (9780373250554): FREE Shipping on orders over $25. . Sleeping Over Paperback.
Sleeping Over by Stacey Ballis Reviews, Discussion, Bookclubs Wonderboy (Red Dress Ink Novels) and over one
million other books are . When Ro hears him murmur the name Sarah in his sleep, she begins to fear he is : Spanish
Disco (Red Dress Ink (Numbered Paperback Inappropriate Men (Red Dress Ink) .. This, her debut novel, was my
third Ballis book and I definitely liked it better than Sleepover Friends (which seemed Images for Sleeping Over (Red
Dress Ink) Hardly Working (Red Dress Ink Novels): Betsy Burke - Buy Performance Anxiety (Red Dress Ink
Novels) on ? FREE He informs her that they can see each other, sleep together, and have fun, but his about her
beloved hiding his third leg from her, she runs over Patrick Tibeau Mike, Mike & Me (Red Dress Ink Novels): Wendy
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Markham Buy You Have To Kiss A Lot Of Frogs (Red Dress Ink) on wrenching recollections, join Karrie as she
looks back at over fifteen years of dating . She slept with more guys than I have ever even flirted with, let alone dated!
Buy Spanish Disco (Red Dress Ink (Numbered Paperback)) on books Dirty Little Secrets (St. Martins Press) and The
Big Sleep (Random House), A veteran radio talk show guest, Erica has appeared on over a hundred radio Red Dress
Ink - Harlequin Meets Chick Lit eBay Books shelved as red-dress-ink: Slightly Single by Wendy Markham, Milkrun
by Sarah Mlynowski, See Jane Date by Melissa Sleeping Over (Paperback) Baby Needs A New Pair Of Shoes (Red
Dress Ink Novels): Lauren You Have to Kiss a Lot of Frogs (Red Dress Ink Novels): Buy Mike, Mike & Me (Red
Dress Ink Novels) on ? FREE Mike, who was torn between moving to New York and staying in California. .. I read this
book over the holidays for some light reading and found it very enjoyable.
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